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Cultivated Meat Technology Categories and Approaches 

 
Background 
Lever VC has performed scientific DD on a number of cultivated meat companies to date and thus has 
collected a significant amount of technical information regarding the production strategies and decisions 
that these companies make. Furthermore, Lever VC may continue to collect technical data in future 
scientific DDs.  
 
The categories below are used for Lever VC’s internal database tracking companies in the cultivated meat 
sector. The goal of this project is to perform an ongoing statistical analysis on the technological strategy that 
cultivated meat companies make in an effort to gain understanding of which technological strategies may be 
more favorable towards contributing to production of cultivated meat in a manner which matches the COGS 
and organoleptic properties of animal-based meat. Hypotheses for the reasoning behind companies favoring 
particular strategies over others will be formed and presented based on information collected from Lever’s 
scientific due diligence efforts. When evaluating new deals, metrics may be benchmarked using this 
database for more informed decision making.  

 
Acronyms 
 

Acronym Expansion 

TE Tissue Engineering 

STR Stir-Tank Reactor 

SC Stem Cell 

GF Growth Factor 

DD Due Diligence 

ECM Extracellular Matrix 

 

Full-stack companies 

1. Novelty  
a. Bioreactor - a custom bioreactor or modification that provides a unique advantage 
b. Scaffold - a custom scaffold or modification that provides a unique advantage 



 

c. Metabolic engineering - modulation of the cellular environment for increased cell 
proliferation / differentiation / organoleptic performance (e.g. selective breeding) 

d. Tissue engineering - proprietary methods involving a combination of multiple cell types and 
ECM proteins to control tissue composition or maturation 

e. Synthetic biology - proprietary molecular modifications or stimulus which modifies the 
operation of the cell at the DNA, RNA, or protein level for enhanced cell traits 

f. Media formulation - proprietary formulations or modifications that provide a unique 
advantage 

g. 3D structuring - proprietary methods for organizing cells, ECM, and/or plant-based 
scaffolding to create an organoleptically favorable product structure 

h. Differentiation - proprietary methods/expertise in improving the efficiency of the cell 
differentiation process 

i. Cell sourcing - unique sources for cells which enables increased process stability, efficiency, 
or organoleptically favorable products. 

j. Scale-up - proprietary methods for scaling the production or reducing the cost of 
production at scale 

k. Live animal harvest - Sourcing more than just cells on a regular basis 
 

2. Target Animal Type 

a. Cow 
b. Other mammal 
c. Chicken 
d. Other Avian 
e. Fish 
f. Other Seafood 
g. Pig 
h. Exotic - these are species of animals from which people haven’t traditionally consumed the 

animal-based meat of.  
 

3. Synthetic biology  

a. DNA - Genetic modification, requires “GMO” label 
b. RNA - transcriptional modulation, non-GMO, still requires transfection 
c. Protein - post-translational modification, non-GMO 
d. None 

 
4. Cell Source  

a. Embryonic SC - hard to isolate and culture, pluripotent, immortal 
b. Induced Pluripotent SC - Hardest to derive, pluripotent, immortal 
c. Adult SC - (e.g. satellite cells) easy to culture, not pluripotent, immortal 
d. Adult terminally differentiated - easy to isolate and culture, not pluripotent, not immortal 

 
5. Cell Type  

a. Muscle - skeletal muscle (e.g. myocytes) contain most of the protein 



 

b. Fat - (e.g. adipocytes) contain most of the fat. These are more difficult to culture than 
muscle cells because they float in stir-tank reactors and require specific media containing 
fatty acids in order to undergo hypertrophy. 

c. Connective tissue - (e.g. fibroblasts) contribute most of the texture of meat. These cells 
produce ECM containing collagen, elastin, and other proteins.  
 

6. Fat Strategy  

a. Plant-based - supplemented oils from plant-based sources such as flaxseed, coconut, etc... 
b. Cell-based - from culturing adipocytes/adipose tissue 
c. Other - creative methods proprietary to the company 

 
7. Cell Immortalization  

a. Selective breeding - inconsistent, lengthy, easy to implement, non-GMO 
b. None - Some companies may not immortalize and require frequent biopsies 
c. N.A. - Companies using ESCs and iPSCs will not require immortalization 
d. Molecular Engineering - highly effective, hard to implement, possible GMO 

 
8. Media cost reduction - this field is intended to highlight the strategies that are aside from the 

common ones described in Specht 2018 (e.g. bare essential, food grade, economies of scale, 
replacing HEPES with TES, etc.) 

a. Selective Breeding - Slowly “wean” the cells to  
b. Hydrolysates - (e.g. Plant hydrolysates) plant-derived proteins which have been shown to 

have a similar effect as animal-derived/chemically defined cell media components. 
c. Waste streams - Can be used to lower the cost of basal medium 
d. Molecular engineering - best cost reduction, hard to implement, GMO/non-GMO 

 
9. GF Production 

a. In-house - Higher risk but lower COGS and higher flexibility 
b. 3rd party - Lower risk, but higher COGS and lower flexibility 
c. Molecular Engineering - Obviates the need for growth factors 

 
10. Bioreactor  

a. Stir-tank reactor - Low risk (off-the-shelf), poor performance 
b. Perfusion reactor- High risk (not commercially available), high performance 
c. Hollow Fiber Reactor - Highest performance, expensive 
d. Custom - A custom type of bioreactor proprietary to the company 

 
11. Cell attachment  

a. Microcarriers - costly, compatible with STR, simple 
b. Cell aggregates - inexpensive, difficult to implement, compatible with STR 
c. Dissolved factors - costly, easy to implement, compatible with STR 
d. Molecular engineering - inexpensive, difficult to implement, consumer perception 
e. Bioreactor - cells attach to retention elements in the bioreactor (e.g. perfusion) 

 



 

12. Microcarrier Type 

a. Degradable - cells dissolve microcarriers upon tissue maturation 
b. Edible - consumers eat the microcarriers that remain 
c. None 

 
13. Recycling  

a. Media Recycling - Lowers COGS but increases complexity (risk) 
b. Microcarrier Recycling - Lowers COGS but increases complexity (risk) 
c. None 

 
14. Differentiation strategy 

a. Cells already differentiated - e.g. cells immortalized using selective breeding 
b. Bioreactor - custom designed, usually for seeded scaffolds 
c. With Proliferation - perfusion bioreactors can do both 
d. In Packaging - obviating a custom differentiation bioreactor 
e. Molecular engineering - difficult to implement, GMO/non-GMO 
f. None 

 
15. 3D structuring 

a. Cell Slurry - for companies making cell slurries 
b. 3D printing - expensive, risky, strong capabilities 
c. Modified Extrusion - inexpensive, low risk, low capabilities 
d. Scaffold - inexpensive, low risk, low capabilities 
e. Custom - A method proprietary to the company 
f. Supplement to PBM - the company relies on the plant-based bulk components of the 

product to provide structural support to the cells that are supplemented 
 

16. Scaffold Type 

a. Degradable - cells dissolve scaffold upon tissue maturation 
b. Edible - consumers eat the scaffold that remain 
c. None 

 
17. Inclusion ratio  

a. If the ratio was known from Lever’s interaction with the company, the figure was added 
directly. For companies with unknown inclusion ratios, the following assumptions were 
made: 

1) For companies targeting a mostly cell-based approach and using edible 
scaffolds, a 90% inclusion ratio was used. 

2) For companies targeting a mostly cell-based approach and using degradable 
scaffolds, a 100% was used. 

3) For companies targeting a mostly plant-based approach, a 5% inclusion ratio 
was used.  
 

18. Min media cost achieved 



 

a. [Numerical input in units of USD/L] - directly related to COGS 
 

19. Max cell density achieved 

a. [Numerical input in units of cells/mL] - directly related to yield and COGS 
 

20. Min COGS achieved 

a. [Numerical input in units of USD/kg] 
 

21. Business Strategy 

a. Direct product sales - Selling meat directly to consumers (or via supermarkets and 
restaurants) 

b. Direct ingredient sales - Selling cell-derived ingredients directly to consumers 
c. 3rd party services - Comanufacturers, codevelopers, distributors, etc… 
d. Technology licensing - Ex. licensing bioreactor tech 

 

 
Upstream Companies 

 

1. Product/service 
a. Cell lines 
b. Media 
c. Bioreactors 
d. Scaffolds 
e. Scale-up service 
f. Synth Bio - synthetic biology modulating cells for reduced COP 
g. Time to market 

 
2. Value prop 

a. Obv. GF - obviating growth factors (major cost reduction) 
b. Dec. media - decreasing media cost (ex. protein engineering or waste streams) 
c. Obv. attach - obviating attachment (cost reduction and yield improvement) 
d. Inc. density - increased cell density (drastically improving yield) 
e. Inc. quality - increasing organoleptic properties of the final product 
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